
Born in Basra, IRAQ in 1974, for Wissam Shawkat it was the form of four letters from 

the Arabic alphabet written across a school blackboard that started him on a journey 

that has shaped him both in early years and adulthood. He recalls finding peace and 

patience writing and repeating calligraphic letters on the dusty tiles of a makeshift 

shelter during a heavy aerial bombardment during the Iraq-Iran war and, spurred on by 

supportive parents, he became his own tutor. 

His teen summers were spent lettering for a local sign shop before he began studying for 

a degree in Civil Engineering at Basra University, graduating in 1996. The life as a Civil 

Engineer, though, was not his destiny and the point where his affinity for letterforms 

would wait no longer. 

In recent years, Shawkat has become known for a new calligraphic style named after 

him which references several traditional scripts bringing them together with modern 

design. 

He is largely self-taught in the rigorous medium, attaining mastery through book 

research, visits to various masters, museum and library collections throughout the 

region. 

 

Since 2003 he has been working on a new script named after him (Al Wissam Style) 

which has become very wide spread and popular among calligraphers and designers in 

the Arab world. 

Letters of Love, his 2011 solo exhibition at Reed Space in New York, introduced a global 

audience to a series of contemporary compositions. 

With Monumental 11/11, a 2015 solo exhibition and Inside/Outside, a solo show in 2017, 

Shawkat visually announced his break with traditional calligraphy and his commitment to 

instead use letters as a foundation for works of dynamic abstraction. He started 

“Calligraforms”, an art movement that merges the graphic qualities founded in classic 

letterforms and the western Abstraction and Cubism.  

Wissam Shawkat is based in Dubai, where he is engaged full time as an artist, designer, 

and Arabic type designer. His work is regularly featured in books on Arabic calligraphy 

and typography, included in museum exhibitions, and acquired by private collectors. 


